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Abstract

Motivated by applications in CNC machining, we provide a characterization of surfaces which are enveloped by a one-
parametric family of congruent rotational cones. As limit cases, we also address ruled surfaces and their offsets. The characteri-
zations are higher order nonlinear PDEs generalizing the ones by Gauss and Monge for developable surfaces and ruled surfaces,
respectively. The derivation includes results on local approximations of a surface by cones of revolution, which are expressed by
contact order in the space of planes. To this purpose, the isotropic model of Laguerre geometry is used as there rotational cones
correspond to curves (isotropic circles) and higher order contact is computed with respect to the image of the input surface in
the isotropic model. Therefore, one studies curve-surface contact that is conceptually simpler than the surface-surface case. We
show that, in a generic case, there exist at most six positions of a fixed rotational cone that have third order contact with the
input surface. These results are themselves of interest in geometric computing, for example in cutter selection and positioning
for flank CNC machining.
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1. Introduction1

Various manufacturing technologies, such as hot wire cutting, electrical discharge machining or computer numerically con-2

trolled (CNC) machining are based on a moving tool, the active part of which can be a curve or a surface. They generate surfaces3

which are swept by a simple curve, e.g. a straight line segment or a circular arc, or are enveloped by a simple surface. The4

latter case mostly refers to CNC machining where the moving tool is part of a rotational surface (sphere, rotational cylinder,5

rotational cone, torus). In order to produce a given shape with such a manufacturing process, one has to approximate the6

target shape by surfaces which are generated by a moving tool of the available type. Depending on the application, such an7

approximation has to be highly accurate and, for example in the case of CNC machining may have to meet a numerical tolerance8

of a few micrometers for objects of the size of tens of centimeters. Such high precision pushes demands on the path-planning9

algorithms which greatly benefit from a higher order analysis of the contact between the reference surface and the surface10

generated by the moving tool.11

A moving tool, conceptualized as a truncated cone, in the context of 5-axis flank CNC machining is shown in Fig. 1. Its12

motion is visualized by the motion of its axis (tracing a ruled surface). Ideally, the tool is supposed to touch the surface not only13

at a single point, but along a whole curve, known as characteristic. The characteristic is the intersection of the current position14

of the cone with the position at an “infinitesimally close” moment, therefore is an algebraic curve of degree four. For some15

special instantaneous motions, e.g. translation, this characteristic can degenerate to a pair of straight lines passing through16

the vertex of the cone, however, for a generic screw motion, the characteristic is a spatial curve lying on the cone. Therefore17

solving the flank-milling problem by approximating the given surface by developable patches, as widely done in engineering18

literature, is not a correct approach as it restricts the space of solutions. In this work we look for good initial positions of cones19

that admit higher order contact with the surface.20

With the flank CNC machining application in mind, we present such an analysis for envelopes of rotational cones. We21

emphasize here that we strictly focus on cones of revolution (aka rotational cones). A rotational cone is formed by all lines22

passing through a fixed point (vertex) and a fixed circle such that the orthogonal projection of the vertex to the plane of the23

circle is its center (but the vertex does not coincide with the center). In order to obtain contact of order n between an envelope24

of a moving rotational cone and a design surface Φ, it is not necessary that each position of the cone has contact of order n25

with Φ, when viewing the surfaces as point sets. This is obvious anyway, since 2nd order contact between a cone and a surface26
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Figure 1: Flank milling with a conical tool. (a) The rotation of the tool about its axis generates a truncated cone (transparent) whose instantaneous
motion is determined by a pair of velocity vectors (green); their projections onto the axis of the cone are two identical vectors (red). The contact
curve with the envelope is known as the characteristic (black) and is in general position an algebraic curve of degree four. Bottom framed: For special
instantaneous motions, such as translation, the characteristic degenerates to a pair of straight lines. (b) In 5-axis flank CNC machining, the goal is
to move the tool tangentially to the reference surface (black), that is, to approximate the input surface by an envelope of the moving truncated cone.

Φ would already imply vanishing Gaussian curvature of Φ, i.e., a developable surface Φ. One needs contact of order n between27

the cone and the surface, viewed in the space of planes. It is related to the fact that a cone possesses just a one-parameter28

family of tangent planes. This indicates the advantage of using a geometry, in which the (oriented) planes in Euclidean space29

are the basic elements. Therefore, we use Laguerre geometry and work in a point model of the set of oriented planes, known as30

the isotropic model of Laguerre geometry. There, a cone appears as a curve (an isotropic circle) and not as a surface. That is,31

the analysis of cone-surface contact is transferred to the study of a curve-surface contact, which is conceptually simpler.32

When we speak of higher order contact between a surface generated by a conical milling tool and a reference surface, it is33

important to note the following: Second order contact, also referred to as osculation, means that the surfaces locally penetrate34

tangentially. Thus, this case is not directly suitable for CNC machining, but may still be useful for initial estimates of good35

tool positions. However, third order contact, so-called hyperosculation, is locally penetration-free in the very neighborhood of36

the contact point and therefore very well-suited for CNC machining, in particular for initialization of optimization algorithms37

which aim at high-precision machining.38

Contributions and overview39

Our main contribution is a careful analysis of plane-based higher order contact between cones of revolution and a given40

reference surface. This leads to a nonlinear PDE which characterizes exact envelopes of congruent rotational cones (see41

Theorem 13). From a practical perspective, this means that we can detect the (rare) cases in which a surface can be milled42

exactly in a single path by flank milling with an appropriate conical tool, provided that this tool motion is collision free43

and accessible. Probably more importantly, a computational approach to locally well fitting tool positions is very helpful44

for the initialization of numerical optimization algorithms for high-precision tool motion planning. On our way towards the45

characterization of envelopes of moving rotational cones, we discuss other special types of surfaces as well.46

The paper is structured as follows: We discuss relevant previous work in Section 2. Section 3 derives a PDE that characterizes47

the graph of a bivariate function as a ruled surface (Theorem 1). To extend to envelopes of cones, in Section 4 we introduce48

the isotropic model of Laguerre geometry and discuss the contact order between a developable surface and a doubly curved49

surface, expressed in the space of planes. Section 5 characterizes envelopes of congruent rotational cones in the isotropic model50

and formulates conditions on second order and third order plane-based contact. This is the basis for a PDE characterization51

of envelopes of congruent rotational cones (Section 6, Theorem 13). In Section 7 we address the limit case of envelopes of52

congruent rotational cylinders (Corollary 21). Section 8 shows examples of hyperosculating cone positions and its application53

to flank CNC machining. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and indicates directions for future research. In Appendix54

A and Appendix B we prove Theorems 1 and 10 respectively (the latter implying Theorem 13) and in the process give an55

“algorithm” to reconstruct rulings and special conics on a given surface (and hence cones enveloping a surface).56

2. Previous work57

Geometry58

Higher order contact between curves and/or surfaces has been well-studied in the past, see e.g. [11, 29, 49]. It appears,59

for example, in surface-surface intersection: Using marching methods is straightforward for transversal intersections, however,60

when the surfaces in question have higher order contact, the computation of the intersection curve is quite complex [49]. Higher61
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order contact between a circle and a surface in Euclidean 3-space is studied in [29], in particular the existence of circles with62

5-th order contact at the umbilical points of a surface.63

Another class of relevant research deals with the approximation of general free-form (NURBS) surfaces by ruled surfaces [20,64

44], or even developable surfaces [34, 35, 39, 41, 42]. For simple geometries, the process of approximation can be even interactive,65

while the design of very complex shapes requires many rounds of optimization and is still beyond real-time performance [42].66

With the blossom of modern free-form architecture, another type of research appeared recently. A curved geometry on a67

large scale requires fine approximation in order to, for example, create panels, molds for their production and support structures.68

This requires segmentation of the whole complex free-form surface into manufacturable patches, while minimizing the cost of69

the whole manufacturing process [14]. To this end, another promising direction is to use to simple, ideally congruent, curved70

geometric entities such as circular arcs [1, 6] in a repetitive manner.71

CNC machining72

The problem of approximating a general free-form surface by an envelope of a moving simple object (e.g. a quadric) has73

been inspired by applications in 5-axis CNC machining. We refer to the very final stage of 5-axis CNC machining, known as74

flank machining, where the tool, typically a cone or a cylinder, moves tangentially along the to-be-manufactured surface, having75

a contact with the surface – theoretically – along a whole curve, see Fig. 1.76

In the case of 5-axis flank milling with cylindrical tools, the tool path-finding problem can be alternatively formulated as77

approximating the offset surface of the input surface (offset by the radius of the tool) by a set of ruled surfaces. Therefore a lot78

of literature is devoted to this equivalent formulation, see e.g. [10, 18, 24, 27, 36, 40, 45, 48] and the fact that a free-form surface79

can be approximated by ruled surfaces arbitrarily well [15]. However, this approximation of a general, doubly-curved surface80

by ruled surfaces within fine tolerances typically requires an excessive number of patches [15]. On the other hand, negatively81

curved surfaces can be approximated even by a reasonably small number of smoothly joining ruled surface strips [17].82

In the case of approximation with conical tools, the literature is a lot more sparse. One can machine a ruled surface perfectly83

with a cylindrical or conical tool only if the tangent plane along the ruling is constant, i.e., the surface is developable. For84

a general (non-developable) ruled surface, an approximation approach is necessary [24]. For general free-form surfaces, an85

alternative approach is to use an approximation of the surface’s distance function and look for directions in which its Hessian86

vanishes [5]. Along these 3D directions, the distance from the reference surface changes linearly and therefore provides good87

initial candidates for the milling axis positions.88

Another important issue is the accessibility of the surface by a machining tool. A conservative estimate is proposed in the89

context of 5-axis ball-end milling [16]. The admissible directions of the tool are encoded using normal bounding cones which90

enables to quickly find whole volumes in the configuration space that correspond to possible tool paths. As a result, there is91

no need to compute accessibility for individual cutter contact points which brings significant computational savings.92

Real-life manufacturing of free-form surfaces using conical tools is conducted in [8]. Using the initialization strategy for93

flank milling with conical tools introduced in [5], one quickly finds initial motions (ruled surfaces) of the milling axis and reveals94

the parts of free-form surfaces that can be efficiently approximated by conical envelopes within very fine machining tolerances.95

Consequently, high accuracy leads to a reduced machining time as only few sweeps are needed to cover large portions of the96

surface [8].97

Another strong stream of research deals with curved tools and especially barrels [25, 26, 43]. Barrel tools are shown to fit98

well free-form surfaces, especially in concave regions where the principal curvatures of the tool match their counterparts of the99

surface. The most recent research focuses on custom-shaped tools. That is, not only the 3D motion of the tool, but also the100

shape itself are the unknowns in path-planning [19, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. Typically, the initial milling trajectory is a part of101

the input or is indicated by the user. Recent research focuses on automatic path initialization for 5-axis flank milling [4, 5].102

For a specific shape of the milling tool (conical or doubly curved), an automatic initialization of the motion of the tool can103

be achieved by integrating the admissible multi-valued vector field that corresponds to directions in which the point-surface104

distance changes according to the prescribed shape of the milling tool (prescribed by a meridian curve) [4].105

On the conceptual level, our research in this paper is closely related to [46, 47, 50], which concerns research on 5-axis flat-106

end milling with cylindrical tools, where the bottom circle is posed in third order contact (hyperosculation) with the reference107

surface. In this work, however, we have to deal with higher order contact in the space of planes, i.e., we look for hyperosculation108

between a special conic and a curved surface in the isotropic model of Laguerre geometry, and not in Euclidean space.109

3. Ruled surfaces110

Ruled surfaces are traced by a line moving in space. They appear as limits of surfaces enveloped by a one-parametric111

family of congruent rotational cones when the opening angle tends to zero whereas the vertices stay fixed. We first treat this112

well-known class of surfaces and in this way introduce to our approach at hand of a well-known case. A particular case of ruled113

surfaces are developable ones. The latter are enveloped by a one-parametric family of planes. For a developable surface, a114

tangent plane touches the surface along a straight line segment (ruling); see Fig. 2(a). Not all ruled surfaces are developable:115

at a generic, so-called non-torsal ruling of a ruled surface, the tangent plane is not constant (Fig. 2(b); for a detailed discussion,116

see [34]).117
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Figure 2: (a) A developable ruled surface is an envelope of a one-parameter family of planes. Every plane touches the surface along the whole ruling.
In contrast, (b) tangent planes vary along a generic ruling of a non-developable ruled surface.

We derive a PDE characterizing ruled surfaces. It is by far less known than the one for developable surfaces. The classical118

origin is found in affine differential geometry (see Blaschke [2], cf. [28]), where ruled surfaces are characterized by the vanishing119

of a 3rd order differential invariant, called Pick’s invariant. To our knowledge, the resulting PDE was first written explicitly120

by R. Bryant recently [7]. All that is equivalent to the result (Theorem 1) given below. Our approach is elementary and does121

not require knowledge in affine differential geometry.122

Take the surface to be the graph of a C3 function f(x, y). Assume that the segment (x + ut, y + vt, z + wt), where t runs
through (−ε, ε) and u, v, w ∈ R are fixed, is contained in the graph. Then z+wt = f(x+ ut, y+ vt) identically. Differentiating
3 times with respect to t consecutively, we get{

fxxu
2 + 2fxyuv + fyyv

2 = 0,

fxxxu
3 + 3fxxyu

2v + 3fxyyuv
2 + fyyyv

3 = 0.
(1)

The solvability of the system (1) is analysed directly. The two equations (1) have a common solution (u, v), if and only if
the resultant of the left-hand-side polynomials vanishes:

fyy
3fxxx

2 + 6fyyfxxxfyyyfxyfxx − 6fyy
2fxxxfxyyfxx − 6fyyyfxyfxx

2fxyy

+ 9fyyfxyy
2fxx

2 − 6fxyfyy
2fxxyfxxx + 12fxy

2fxxyfyyyfxx − 18fxyfyyfxxyfxyyfxx

+ 12fyyfxyyfxy
2fxxx − 8fyyyfxy

3fxxx + 9fxxfyy
2fxxy

2 − 6fyyfxxyfyyyfxx
2 + fyyy

2fxx
3 = 0. (2)

The first equation of (1) has a real solution (and moreover all solutions are proportional to real ones), if and only if

fxxfyy − fxy2 ≤ 0, (3)

i.e., the Gaussian curvature K of the surface is non-positive. By the property of the resultant, (1) has a real solution (u, v), if123

and only if we have (2) and (3).124

Geometrically, the first equation of (1) expresses that the segment is an asymptotic direction (direction of vanishing normal125

curvature; see [12]). If both equations in (1) are satisfied, the line in direction (u, v, w) (with w = fxu + fyv) has 3rd order126

contact with the surface (cf. Definition 5 below).127

Conversely, if (2)–(3) hold, then the surface is ruled. In Appendix A we present an “algorithm” to reconstruct a ruling128

through a generic point on the surface, and prove the following theorem.129

Theorem 1 (characterization of ruled surfaces). For a C3 function f : D → R defined in an open disk D ⊂ R2 the following 3130

conditions are equivalent:131

1. Through a generic point of the graph of f there passes a line segment completely contained in the graph.132

2. For each (x, y) ∈ D, the two equations (1) have a common nonzero real solution (u, v).133

3. For each (x, y) ∈ D we have (2) and (3) (the latter meaning nonpositive Gaussian curvature).134

Remark 2. In case of strictly negative Gaussian curvature, our argument in Appendix A shows that the graph contains a135

continuous family of line segments (and even an analytic family, if f is analytic, cf. [38, Proof of Corollary 3]).136

4. Surfaces enveloped by a family of rotational cones, using a point model of the space of planes137

Now we come to the main topic of the paper: how to characterize surfaces enveloped by a one-parametric family of congruent138

cones? To minimize technicalities, we consider surfaces tangent to cones along curves rather than arbitrary envelopes of cones,139
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and exclude certain positions of these curves. In this section we reduce the problem to the characterization of surfaces containing140

a special conic through each point, which is tractable by the methods already discussed.141

Motivation142

The motivation for using a plane-based approach is the following. A cone has just a one-parameter family of tangent143

planes T (u). Moving the cone, seen as set of its tangent planes, under a generic smooth one-parameter motion, we obtain a144

two-parameter family of planes T (u, v). These are precisely the tangent planes of the envelope!145

One can convert the resulting (plane) representation of the envelope into its dual (point) variant by computing the inter-
section points

r(u, v) = T (u, v) ∩ Tu(u, v) ∩ Tv(u, v), (4)

where Tu(u, v) and Tv(u, v) are the planes with the equations obtained from the equation of T (u, v) by taking partial derivatives.
That is, if T (u, v) has the equation

n1(u, v)x+ n2(u, v)y + n3(u, v)z + h(u, v) = 0,

then Tu(u, v) is given by
∂n1(u, v)

∂u
x+

∂n2(u, v)

∂u
y +

∂n3(u, v)

∂u
z +

∂h(u, v)

∂u
= 0.

This equation will not degenerate, as the intersections T (u, v) ∩ Tu(u, v) are the rulings of the cone. However, Tv(u, v) may146

degenerate. Even all four partial derivatives with respect to v may vanish simultaneously at particular points. Also, even if147

Tv(u, v) is a well defined plane, the intersection (4) may be at infinity or be an entire straight line. For our purposes, it is not148

important to discuss all these cases and the corresponding properties of the generating motion. This is why we talked about a149

generic motion, which we want to be a one where (4) is always a well-defined point in R3 smoothly depending on u, v.150

A few more informal remarks are in place: Note that we consider the whole unbounded moving cone and the possibly151

unbounded envelope. Also note that the envelope may consist of several parts and may have self-intersections. For example,152

when a rotational cylinder of radius r moves so that its axis remains tangent to a generic space curve c, the envelope consists153

of two offset surfaces of the tangent developable of the curve c and a pipe surface (the envelope of spheres of radius r, centered154

at c). By the way, the latter part of the envelope is useless for the CNC machining application we have in mind. We prefer to155

avoid envelopes in the precise statements of our results because this notion has slightly different definitions in the literature.156

(Sometimes this even leads to confusion: e.g., osculating circles of a generic curve are nested but all tangent to the curve; their157

envelope is the curve itself or empty depending on the choice of definition. In view of that notice that [38, Lemma 7] remains158

true for nested circles and should be applied in case (3) of the proof of Theorem 4 there.)159

Anyway, converting the plane representation of the envelope into the point one is a postprocessing step and is not necessary160

for a characterization of these envelopes when we work in the space of planes.161

Definition of the point model162

Since geometric processing is easier in terms of points rather than planes, we apply a map that transforms planes to points163

and use a certain duality between plane and point coordinates. As we work with rotational cones, we use a transformation164

which allows us easily to recognize these cones in the point model. The right setting is that of Laguerre geometry1, the geometry165

of oriented planes [3, 9]. Laguerre geometry has already been useful in various applications in CAGD, see [13, 21, 22, 30, 31].166

We try to give a concise, precise, and self-contained introduction to the subject; this is an update of [38, §2.3].167

We introduce the following coordinates for planes in space. Let an oriented plane P be given by the equation n1x+ n2y +
n3z+h = 0, where (n1, n2, n3) 6= (0, 0,−1) is the oriented unit normal to the plane and |h| is the distance from the origin. The
desired coordinates of the plane P is the triple (

n1
n3 + 1

,
n2

n3 + 1
,

h

n3 + 1

)
. (5)

For the geometric considerations which lead to such coordinates, we refer to [31, 32, 33]. To think geometrically, denote by P i168

the point with these coordinates, see Fig. 3. This correspondence between planes and points is called the isotropic model of169

Laguerre geometry ; see [31, 32, 33]. The simple non-Euclidean geometry in the point model, known as isotropic geometry, is170

treated in detail in [37].171

To map an oriented surface Φ to the isotropic model, we consider the set Φi of points P i, where P runs through all oriented
tangent planes to Φ with the oriented normals distinct from (0, 0,−1). Hereafter by an oriented surface we mean the image of a
proper injective C2 map of an open disk — or more generally of a smooth 2-manifold — into R3 with nondegenerate differential

1Another well-known assignment of points to planes is polarity with respect to the unit sphere. But it does not work that well because leads to
“linear” functions on the sphere rather than on the plane, which are hard to deal with.
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Euclidean space

n1x + n2y + n3z + h = 0(a) (b)

z = 0

Isotropic space

(c)

(
n1

n3+1
, n2
n3+1

, h
n3+1

)

Figure 3: In the isotropic model of Laguerre geometry, planes appear as points and the tangent planes of a rotational cone are seen as special conics
(isotropic circles): (a) A cone is considered as a one-parameter family of oriented planes and its normals (red) define a circle (only an arc is shown)
on the Gaussian sphere (top-framed). (b) The Gaussian image (red circle) is projected from the south pole (0, 0,−1) to the z = 0 plane to define the
“top view” of the isotropic image (yellow). (d) The isotropic image of the cone (green conic), see Eq. (5).

at each point, equipped with oriented unit normals continuously depending on the point. For example, a sphere with center
(m1,m2,m3), radius R, and inwards oriented normals is mapped to the rotational paraboloid (possibly degenerating to a plane)

z =
R+m3

2
(x2 + y2)−m1x−m2y +

R−m3

2
. (6)

The projection (x, y, z) 7→ (x, y, 0) of space onto the xy-plane is called top view. The top view of Φi is actually the172

stereographic projection of the Gaussian spherical image of Φ from the point (0, 0,−1) to the xy-plane, see Fig. 3(b). In173

particular, if the Gaussian curvature of Φ does not vanish, then Φi is locally a graph of a function.174

By a cone we mean an oriented cone of revolution2. The opening angle θ of a cone is the angle between the axis and a ruling.175

A cone, viewed as the common tangent planes of two oriented spheres, is mapped to the common points of two paraboloids of176

form (6), i.e. a conic with the top view being a circle (or a parabola with the top view being a line). Such a conic is called a177

circle in isotropic geometry, or isotropic circle.178

The shape of the top view can be obtained algebraically by eliminating z from the system of two equations of form (6). But179

geometry gives more insight: the top view is the stereographic projection of the Gaussian spherical image of the cone, i.e., the180

projection of a circle of intrinsic radius π/2− θ on the unit sphere; see Fig. 3. This leads to the following key observations.181

Proposition 3. For a cone C with the opening angle θ such that all the oriented unit normals are distinct from (0, 0,−1) the182

set Ci is a conic satisfying the following condition:183

(Θ) the top view of the conic is the stereographic projection of a circle of intrinsic radius π/2 − θ in the unit sphere (not184

passing through the projection center (0, 0,−1)).185

Proposition 4. Let Φ be an oriented surface in R3 with nowhere vanishing Gaussian curvature and the oriented unit normals186

distinct from (0, 0,−1). Then the following two conditions are equivalent:187

• through each point of Φ there passes an oriented cone which is tangent to Φ along a continuous curve containing the point188

(not a ruling because the Gaussian curvature of Φ does not vanish), has the opening angle θ, and has no oriented unit189

normals of the form (0, 0,−1);190

• through each point of Φi there passes an arc of a conic contained in Φi and satisfying condition (Θ).191

Practically the pieces of Φ where the Gaussian curvature vanishes are developable, hence trivially millable by a conical tool192

(possibly except the boundary of the set where the mean curvature vanishes as well). Thus in what follows we assume that the193

design surface Φ satisfies the following condition (likewise, this should be assumed throughout [38, §2.3]).194

Condition (*) Φ is an oriented surface in R3 with nowhere vanishing Gaussian curvature such that all the oriented unit195

normals are distinct from (0, 0,−1), and Φi is the graph of a C4 function f : D → R in a disk D ⊂ R2.196

This reduces the characterization of surfaces enveloped by a family of cones to the characterization of surfaces (actually197

graphs of functions) containing a special conic through each point. The latter is achieved in Section 5.198

2To be precise, we exclude the vertex to get a smooth surface.
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Contact order in the space of planes199

Recall that the derivation of the PDE for ruled surfaces in Section 3 has been based on expressing 3rd order contact between200

a straight line and a surface. We take a similar approach in the isotropic model of Laguerre geometry by looking at higher201

order contact between an isotropic circle and a surface. We now informally discuss the geometric meaning in the original design202

space. In the rest of Section 4 we omit the very technical formulations of the statements and proofs, because these subsections203

are not used in the proofs of main results, however, they help in understanding of the whole concept.204

Definition 5. Let f be a Cn function in a disk D ⊂ R2. Let (x(t), y(t), z(t)), where t runs through an interval I, be a Cn

curve such that (ẋ(t), ẏ(t)) 6= 0 for each t ∈ I. We say that the curve has contact of order n with the graph of f at t = 0, if

z(t)− f(x(t), y(t))

tn
→ 0 as t→ 0.

In particular, a curve intersecting the graph for t = 0 has contact of order 0; a curve tangent to the graph for t = 0 has contact205

of order 1, etc.; a curve fully contained in the graph has contact of infinite order.206

Likewise, two curves c1, c2 have contact of order n at a common point if there are regular parameterizations c1(t), c2(t) of207

these curves that agree for some t = t0 in function value and derivatives up to the n-th order. A totally analogous definition208

holds for two surfaces. Contact order n between a curve c and surface Φ, as given in the above definition, can also be defined209

as follows: the surface Φ contains a regular smooth curve c1 which has n-th order contact with the curve c. This curve c1 ⊂ Φ210

is not uniquely determined. If there is one such curve c1, there are infinitely many other curves in Φ which verify n-th order211

contact with c. For example, consider a tangent line c at an elliptic point of Φ and a pencil of planes that contain c. Then each212

plane of the pencil intersects Φ in a curve c1 that each has the first order contact with c.213

Consider two regularly parametrized curves Ci1(t), Ci2(t) in the isotropic model which have contact of order n ≥ 1 at some214

common point Ci1(t0) = Ci2(t0). The curves as point sets correspond to plane families in design space. Their envelopes are two215

developable surfaces C1, C2. It is not hard to show that these developable surfaces have a common ruling and contact of order216

n at each point of the ruling (see [34]). Let us now assume that we have contact of order n between a curve Ci and a surface217

Φi in the isotropic model. In design space, this corresponds to a developable surface C and a surface Φ. However, C and Φ do218

not have contact of order n if we view these surfaces as point sets: For instance, if a cone C is tangent to a sphere Φ along219

a circle, then Ci is contained in Φi, hence has contact of arbitrarily high order. But the rulings of C have contact order just220

1 with the sphere Φ. We have to view C and Φ as plane sets. This means that there exist (in fact, infinitely many) tangent221

developable surfaces of Φ which have n-th order contact with C. We illustrate this in the following at hand of examples that222

are very relevant for our setting.223

Second order contact224

Let Ci be a curve in the isotropic model. At each point Ci(t0), the curve has an osculating isotropic circle Cio. It has 2nd225

order contact with Ci at Ci(t0), lies in the osculating plane and its top view is the Euclidean osculating circle of the top view226

of Ci, see Fig. 4. In the original space, Ci corresponds to a set of planes which envelope a certain developable surface C. The227

osculating isotropic circle corresponds to a cone of revolution Co. It has 2nd order contact with the developable surface C228

along an entire common ruling and is called its osculating cone along that ruling. The vertex of the cone lies on the (singular)229

regression curve of C; see e.g. [34, Theorem 6.1.4].230

Assume now that the curve Ci lies on some surface Φi. An isotropic osculating circle Cio of Ci has 2nd order contact with231

Φi. Mapping back to design space, we obtain a developable surface C which is tangent to a surface Φ along some curve. The232

isotropic circle Cio corresponds to an osculating cone Co of C. That cone does not have 2nd order contact with the surface, if233

one views the cone as a point set. However, the cone has 2nd order contact as a set of planes. This means that there exist234

tangent developable surfaces of Φ which have 2nd order contact with Co. Among those tangent developables we can take a235

special one, namely the cone C1 (not necessarily of revolution) which shares the vertex v with Co. It is enveloped by all tangent236

planes of Φ that pass through the point v (or, equivalently, are tangent to the sphere with center v and radius zero). (In general237

position, v does not belong to the surface Φ, and in particular vi (isotropic sphere) is transversal to Φi at the contact point of238

Ci and Cio.) The intersection of C1 with a plane P is the contour of Φ under a central projection from the point v onto the239

plane P . For example, if we take an image plane orthogonal to the axis of Co, its intersection with Co is a circle. This circle is240

the osculating circle of the contour of Φ for projection from v onto P .241

Mannheim sphere. Like in Euclidean geometry, there is a Meusnier’s theorem in isotropic geometry: Given a surface Φi, and242

a point P i ∈ Φi with a surface tangent T i. Then, the osculating isotropic circles of all curves Ci ⊂ Φi which pass through P i243

with tangent T i, lie in an isotropic sphere. Mapping back to design space, we obtain Mannheim’s theorem [23]: The osculating244

cones of all developable surfaces C which are tangent to a given surface Φ and have a common ruling R (tangent to Φ), are245

tangentially circumscribed to a sphere (Mannheim sphere). This gives an overview of all cones which have 2nd order contact246

(as plane sets) with a given surface at a fixed point and allows one to apply additional constraints, for example, on the opening247

angle of the cone.248
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(a)

Co

C

(b)

z = 0

Ci

Ci(t0)

Ci
o

Figure 4: Osculating cone of a developable surface. a) In design space, a developable surface C (grey) has second order contact with a cone Co

(transparent, green base). They share a tangent plane along the common ruling (blue), however, they locally intersect. b) In the isotropic model, the
developable surface C corresponds to a spatial curve Ci and the osculating cone Co is mapped to an osculating isotropic circle Ci

o (green) that has
second order contact with Ci. The top view is a circle (yellow) in the plane z = 0 that osculates the projection of Ci.

(a)

Co

C

(b)

z = 0

Ci

Ci
o

Figure 5: Hyperosculation. a) For certain positions of the ruling (blue) the osculating cone Co can have third order contact with a developable surface
C, i.e., it becomes hyperosculating. b) In the isotropic model, this situation corresponds to hyperosculation between the isotropic circle (green) and
the spatial curve Ci that represents the developable surface C. In the top view, the isotropic circle (yellow) hyperosculates the projection of Ci.

Third order contact249

In Euclidean geometry, there are results on circles which have 3rd order contact with a given surface at a given point.250

These have even been proposed for CNC machining with a cylindrical cutter since the bottom circle of the cutter will actually251

generate the shape and thus 3rd order contact leads to a good surface finish, at least in theory [46, 47, 50]. In fact, 2nd order252

contact is in general not enough because an osculating circle of a surface will locally change the side of the surface and thus253

cause gauging. That is, if the osculating circle is parametrized by an arc-length parameter h so that h = 0 corresponds to the254

contact point, then the 2nd order contact means that the signed distance to the surface is ∼ h3 and therefore changes its sign255

in a neighborhood of the contact point. Consequently, there is local penetration (called gauging). This local interference is256

not present for 3rd order contact (aka hyperosculation) because the error is ∼ h4 and therefore, locally, the hyperosculating257

circle lies on one side of the reference surface. In practice, it is hard to find a path which leads the cutter in such a way that258

the bottom circle stays in 3rd order contact with the surface. However, knowing that 3rd order contact is a limit of a double259

contact, Kim et al. [50] used hyperosculating circles for initializing an optimization algorithm which leads the cutter such that260

it has a double contact with the target surface.261

We derive an analogous characterization of hyperosculation in isotropic geometry. We look for hyperosculating isotropic262

circles; in the original design space, they correspond to rotational cones that have 3rd order contact with the surface. Again,263

this 3rd order contact is not in the sense of point sets, but in the (dual) sense of plane sets, see Fig. 5. We expect that264
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Osculation in the space of planes. (a) A developable surface is represented as a one parameter family of tangent planes (transparent) and is
osculated by a cone (green base) along a common tangent plane (red). (b) The osculating cone is also represented by one-parameter family of tangent
planes (green) and the two families osculate at the red plane. Observe that the two red planes are identical.

(a)

Φ
C(t)

D(t)












c(t)

(b)

Ci(t)

Di(t)

Φi

Figure 7: Approximation of a general surface. (a) A reference surface Φ (grey) is approximated by an envelope of a moving cone (green) in the
neighborhood of the contact curve c(t) (yellow). Along this curve, they share a one-parameter family of tangent planes D(t) (red). (b) In the isotropic
space, the tangent planes are mapped to a curve Di(t) (red) that lies on the isotropic image Φi of the surface. The tangent planes of each cone are
mapped to an isotropic circle (green) intersecting the curve Di transversely.

hyperosculating cones will have CNC applications in the original design space as they fit better (up to higher order) the input265

surface. Moreover, near such positions one can find doubly tangent cones. This is not exploited for CNC machining in the266

present paper, but could be the topic of future research.267

Higher order contact between a surface and an envelope of cones268

Let us now return to the application in CNC machining with a conical tool. We want to approximate a given surface Φ269

with nowhere vanishing Gaussian curvature (design surface) by an envelope of a moving rotational cone (tool). We claim that270

having contact of order n between tool positions and Φ in the space of planes guarantees contact of order n between Φ and the271

envelope surface Ψ generated by the moving tool, and vice versa. We only have to make sure that the tool is always moved into272

an appropriate direction. We will now show that almost all directions are appropriate, except for the one which is conjugate to273

the ruling of the tool at the contact point.274

To explain that, let us first have a look into the isotropic model. There, the tool positions C(t) appear as isotropic circles275

Ci(t) which have contact of order n with Φi. As long as the curve of contact points Di(t) of these circles is transversal to the276

circles, we have contact of order n between the surface Ψi generated by the isotropic circles (envelope in the isotropic model)277

and Φi, see Fig. 7. Mapping back to R3, we obtain contact of order n between the surface Φ and the envelope Ψ. We just278

have to clarify how to recognize the mentioned transversality in the isotropic model directly in design space R3. The contact279

curve Di corresponds to a developable surface D ⊂ R3 which is the envelope of the common tangent planes D(t) of the moving280

tool and Φ at the cutter contact points. In other words, this developable surface D is tangent to Φ along the set of cutter281

contact points c(t), which form a curve c ⊂ Φ. The mentioned transversality in the isotropic model means that none of the282

isotropic circles Ci(t) is tangent to the contact curve Di. As we have already discussed, two curves in the isotropic model share283
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a common point and tangent, if the corresponding developable surfaces in Euclidean space share a common tangent plane and284

ruling. Hence, the cone rulings rC(t) through the contact points c(t) have to be different from the rulings rD(t) of D.285

Essentially, we are still in the space of planes. To get information about an appropriate contact curve c(t), we recall a286

classical result: Given a curve c on a surface Φ, the developable surface D which is tangent to Φ along c has rulings rD(t)287

which are conjugate to the tangents of c. This conjugacy is with respect to the osculating quadric of Φ at the contact point288

c(t). We recall that two directions v and w are conjugate, if II(v,w) = 0, where II is the 2nd fundamental form of Φ at c(t).289

The geometric interpretation of this conjugacy is as follows. Consider the Dupin indicatrix (of Φ at c(t)) and its two diameters290

in the directions of v and w. Then the tangent lines of the Dupin indicatrix at the endpoints of the first diameter are parallel291

to the second one (and vice versa); see [34, page 262 and 334] for more details. So, the rulings rC(t) and rD(t) are different, if292

their conjugate directions with respect to Φ are different. Hence, the tangent of the cutter contact curve c has to be different293

from the direction which is conjugate to the cutter’s ruling rC(t). Ideally, one will want to move the cutter orthogonal to that294

conjugate direction to obtain the widest machined strips.295

Note that we are interested here in contact of order n ≥ 2, which essentially means n = 2 or n = 3. There, the envelope296

of the moving tool and the target surface Φ share the conjugacy relation at the contact points. The conjugate direction of the297

cone ruling rC(t) at the contact point with respect to the envelope of the cones is the tangent to the characteristic (since the298

cone is the tangent developable of the envelope along the characteristic). Hence, an appropriate direction of the tool movement299

is one which is transversal to the characteristic. This is exactly what one would expect. But note that when we want to plan300

the motion and want to move from one position to the next, we can use the conjugate direction of rC(t) with respect to Φ.301

Moving as orthogonal as possible to that conjugate direction and satisfying other machining constraints, will lead to a next302

appropriate cone position. For actual machining, osculation (n = 2) will lead to overcutting. However, one can use a motion303

with an osculating envelope as a guide and work with a slightly smaller cutting tool to avoid overcutting. Recall once again304

that the discussion throughout this section is valid under certain technical assumptions like general position and non-vanishing305

Gaussian curvature.306

5. Surfaces containing a special conic through each point307

In this section we characterize the surfaces containing a conic satisfying condition (Θ) through each point (Theorem 10308

below). This is required for the main result in Section 6. The characterization is similar to that of ruled surfaces in Section 3. We309

consider the graph of a smooth function f . The conics on the graph are parametrized by trigonometric functions. Differentiation310

with respect to the parameter gives a system of algebraic equations on the tangential direction to the top view of the conic at311

a given point. Solvability of the system is the required condition on f .312

Conics parametrization313

Proposition 6. Each conic satisfying condition (Θ) can be parametrized as
x(t) = x+ v sin t+ u(1− cos t),

y(t) = y − u sin t+ v(1− cos t),

z(t) = z + a sin t+ b(1− cos t),

(7)

where a, b, u, v, x, y, z ∈ R satisfy (
x2 + y2 + 1 + 2xu+ 2yv

)2 − 4 tan2 θ
(
u2 + v2

)
= 0. (8)

Proof of Proposition 6. Let (x, y, z) be a point on the conic and (x+u, y+ v) be the center of the top-view circle. Clearly, then314

the circle is parametrized by x(t) and y(t) from (7). Since a conic is a planar curve, z(t) must be a linear function in x(t) and315

y(t), and we arrive at (7) for some a, b ∈ R.316

Now turn to condition (Θ). Let A and B be the points of the top-view circle which are the closest and the furthest from
the origin O (or just opposite points, if O is the center). The inverse stereographic projection of the circle from the point
S = (0, 0,−1) is a circle of intrinsic radius ∠ASB in the unit sphere. Thus

± cot θ = tanASB =
tanBSO ∓ tanASO

1± tanASO tanBSO
=

OB ∓OA
1±OA ·OB

=
2
√
u2 + v2

1 + (x+ u)2 + (y + v)2 − u2 − v2
,

where the choice of sign in the left-hand side depends on if ∠ASB is acute or obtuse, and the other signs depend on if O is317

outside or inside the top-view circle. We arrive at (8).318

Derivation of the system319

Let us derive PDEs for functions whose graphs contain a conic satisfying condition (Θ) through each point. We are not320

actually using that the entire conic is contained in the graph; a sufficiently high contact suffices.321
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z = f(x, y)

(x, y, 0)
(u, v)

z = 0

Ci
o

Figure 8: Osculating isotropic circle in a given direction. The graph of a function f(x, y) (gray) is osculated by an isotropic circle Ci
o (green) at

a point (x, y, f(x, y)). The top view of the osculating isotropic circle is a Euclidean circle (yellow) that passes through (x, y, 0) and is centered at
(x+ u, y + v, 0). The constraints for osculation between f and Ci

o are given in Eq. (9).

Example 7. The graph of the function f(x, y) = y2

x2+y2 , where (x, y) 6= (0, 0), is covered by a 2-dimensional family of conics (7)322

with u = −x2 , v = −y2 , z = y2

x2+y2 , a = xy
x2+y2 , b = x2−y2

2(x2+y2) . The ones with x2 + y2 = cot2 θ satisfy condition (Θ). We return323

to this example in Section 8.324

Proposition 8. Conic (7) has contact of order 2 with the graph of f (“ osculation”), if and only if
z = f(x, y),

a = fxv − fyu,
b = fxu+ fyv + fxxv

2 − 2fxyuv + fyyu
2.

(9)

The contact order is 3 (“ hyperosculation”), if and only if in addition

fxxxv
3 − 3fxxyv

2u+ 3fxyyvu
2 − fyyyu3 + 3(fxx − fyy)uv + 3fxy(v2 − u2) = 0. (10)

The contact order is 4, if and only if in addition

fxxxxv
4 − 4fxxxyv

3u+ 6fxxyyv
2u2 − 4fxyyyvu

3 + fyyyyu
4

+ 6uv2fxxx + 6v(v2 − 2u2)fxxy + 6u(u2 − 2v2)fxyy + 6u2vfyyy

+ 3(u2 − v2)(fxx − fyy) + 12uvfxy = 0. (11)

Proof of Proposition 8. The proof is by consecutive differentiation of z(t) − f(x(t), y(t)) with respect to t and evaluating at
t = 0. For instance, the second derivative is

− a sin t+ b cos t− fx(u cos t− v sin t)− fy(v cos t+ u sin t)

− fxx(v cos t+ u sin t)2 − 2fxy(v cos t+ u sin t)(v sin t− u cos t)− fyy(v sin t− u cos t)2.

For contact of order 2, this must vanish at t = 0, which gives the third equation of (9).325

Equation (9) is an expression that links together the point (x, y, z) in the isotropic space, the center (x+ u, y + v, 0) of the326

top-view circle in the plane z = 0, two parameters a and b that control the inclination of the plane that contains the isotropic327

circle, and the derivatives of the function f ; see Fig. 8. The remaining equations (10)–(11) together with (8) give a nontrivial328

restriction on the function f itself.329

Corollary 9. Let f be a C4 function in a disk D ⊂ R2. If through each point of the surface z = f(x, y) there passes an arc of330

a conic satisfying condition (Θ) and completely contained in the surface, then for each (x, y) ∈ D three equations (8),(10),(11)331

have a common real solution (u, v).332
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Computational features333

Let us discuss this result from a computational viewpoint: The existence of a common real solution implies (but is not334

equivalent to) vanishing of the resultant of the 3 polynomials in (u, v) in the left-hand sides of the equations. However, one ends335

up with a huge expression that is hardly useful. In contrast, it is computationally more economical to first solve the system of336

first two equations (8) and (10), and then verify if the third one (11) is satisfied.337

To solve the system of two equations (8) and (10) (under additional general position assumptions), one first finds the real
roots t of the polynomial

(x2 + y2 + 1)
((
t2 − 1

)3
fxxx − 6

(
t2 − 1

)2
tfxxy + 12

(
t2 − 1

)
t2fxyy − 8t3fyyy

)
+ 6

(
2
(
t3 − t

)
(fxx − fyy) +

(
t4 − 6t2 + 1

)
fxy
) (
t2 tan θ − t2y − 2tx+ y + tan θ

)
= 0, (12)

which has degree 6 unless (x2 + y2 + 1)fxxx + 6fxy(tan θ − y) = 0, and then comes up with

u =
t(x2 + y2 + 1)

t2 tan θ − t2y − 2tx+ y + tan θ
, v =

(t2 − 1)(x2 + y2 + 1)

2(t2 tan θ − t2y − 2tx+ y + tan θ)
, (13)

unless the denominators vanish. Here (13) is a general solution of (8) (i.e., a rational parametrization of a conic in the uv-plane)338

and (12) is obtained by substitution of (13) into (10). For the numerical stability of this approach, (12) should not have multiple339

roots.340

Characterization of surfaces containing a special conic through each point341

We are able to prove the reciprocal assertion of Corollary 9 under the minor restrictions that the common solution (u, v) is342

not a multiple root of (8) and (10), and continuously depends on the point (x, y). We say that conic (7) is multiple, if (u, v) is343

a common real multiple root of (8) and (10). The following theorem is proved in Appendix B.344

Theorem 10. Let f be a C4 function in a disk D ⊂ R2. Suppose that through each point (x, y, z) of the graph of f , there345

passes an arc of a nonmultiple conic Cx,y having contact order 4 at (x, y, z) with the graph, continuously depending on (x, y),346

and such that the top view of Cx,y is the stereographic projection of a circular arc of intrinsic radius π
2 − θ (not passing through347

the projection center). Then an arc of the conic Cx,y is contained in the graph.348

Remark 11. By Proposition 8, the assumptions of Theorem 10 are equivalent to equations (8),(10),(11) having a common real
solution (u, v) nowhere satisfying the equation (where the left-hand side is the Jacobian of (8) and (10))

fxxxv
2ũ + fxxyv(vṽ − 2uũ) + fxyyu(uũ − 2vṽ) + fyyyu

2ṽ + (fxx − fyy)(uũ − vṽ) + 2fxy(uṽ + vũ) = 0, (14)

where
ũ = x(x2 + y2 + 1 + 2xu+ 2yv)− 4u tan2 θ, ṽ = y(x2 + y2 + 1 + 2xu+ 2yv)− 4v tan2 θ. (15)

The restriction that the conic continuously depends on the point seems inessential; it is imposed to bypass technical349

issues discussed in Appendix A. But dropping the restriction that the conic is nonmultiple would require new ideas, just like350

developable surfaces require special treatment in characterization of ruled surfaces in Appendix A.351

Problem 12. Prove the reciprocal assertion in Corollary 9 in the case when (14) holds identically, i.e. the conic is multiple.352

Is it true that in this case the surface z = f(x, y) is the envelope of a one-parametric family of rotational paraboloids (6) such353

that each characteristic is a conic satisfying condition (Θ)?354

6. Surfaces enveloped by a family of rotational cones: conclusion355

Now we use the results of the previous two sections to complete the characterization of surfaces enveloped by a one-parametric356

family of congruent cones (Theorem 13 below). Then we show how to construct Φi from Φ and vice versa. Finally we show357

how to reconstruct the positions of cones in the enveloping family.358

Characterization of surfaces enveloped by a family of cones359

We summarize now the previous results. From Proposition 4, Corollary 9, and Theorem 10 together we get the following360

characterization.361

Theorem 13 (characterization of surfaces enveloped by a family of cones). Assume (*).362

If through each point of Φ there passes a cone which is tangent to Φ along a curve (containing the point), has the opening363

angle θ, and has no oriented unit normals equal to (0, 0,−1), then for each (x, y) ∈ D three equations (8), (10), (11) have a364

common nonzero real solution (u, v).365

Conversely, if for each (x, y) ∈ D three equations (8), (10), (11) have a common real solution (u, v) continuously depending366

on (x, y) and nowhere satisfying (14), then through each point of Φ there passes a cone which is tangent to Φ along a continuous367

curve (containing the point) and has the opening angle θ.368
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We recall that among envelopes of cones, the ones with positive Gaussian curvature cannot be practically milled with a369

conical tool.370

Proposition 14. If a surface is tangent to a cone along a curve and has positive Gaussian curvature, then it has common371

points with the interior of the cone (hence is not milable).372

Proof. Let r be a point on the surface Φ. Since the Gaussian curvature is positive, it follows that Φ locally is contained in one373

half-space with respect to the tangent plane TrΦ. Let C be the cone tangent to Φ along a curve passing through r. Thus C374

must be locally contained in the same half-space with respect to the tangent plane TrΦ. Consider the normal section to Φ at r375

passing through the ruling of C through r. The points of the section belong to the interior of C.376

Construction of the surface in the isotropic model377

To apply Theorem 13 in practice, one needs to construct surface Φi from Φ and vice versa. These constructions are given378

by the following proposition.379

Proposition 15. (Cf. [32, Corollary 2]) Assume (*). Let (n1, n2, n3) be the oriented unit normal at a point (r1, r2, r3) of Φ.
Then the function f and its derivatives are given by

f

(
n1

n3 + 1
,

n2
n3 + 1

)
= −n1r1 + n2r2 + n3r3

n3 + 1
, (16)

fx

(
n1

n3 + 1
,

n2
n3 + 1

)
=

n1r3
n3 + 1

− r1, (17)

fy

(
n1

n3 + 1
,

n2
n3 + 1

)
=

n2r3
n3 + 1

− r2. (18)

Conversely, given the function f , the surface Φ can be parametrized as follows:

r(x, y) =
1

x2 + y2 + 1

 (x2 − y2 − 1)fx + 2xyfy − 2xf
(y2 − x2 − 1)fy + 2xyfx − 2yf

2xfx + 2yfy − 2f

 . (19)

Here the point r(x, y) is the tangency point of Φ and the plane P such that P i = (x, y, f(x, y)).380

In what follows we use the formula for the inverse stereographic projection from (0, 0,−1):

n(x, y) =

(
2x, 2y, 1− x2 − y2

)
x2 + y2 + 1

. (20)

Proof. The oriented tangent plane P to Φ at the point (r1, r2, r3) is given by n1x + n2y + n3z − n1r1 − n2r2 − n3r3 = 0.381

By the definition of P i we get (16). Now let (x, y) =
(

n1

n3+1 ,
n2

n3+1

)
be the stereographic projection of (n1, n2, n3). Then382

n3

n3+1 = 1
2 (1 − x2 − y2) by (20). Substituting these expressions into (16), differentiating with respect to x, and using the383

condition n1
∂
∂xr1 + n2

∂
∂xr2 + n3

∂
∂xr3 = 0 that (n1, n2, n3) is normal to Φ, we get (17). Analogously we get (18). Solving384

(16)–(18) as a linear system in r1, r2, r3 we get (19).385

Reconstruction of the cones386

To determine the position of a cone C with a given opening angle and tangent to a given surface at a given point, it suffices387

to identify the position of the vertex and the side of the tangent plane which the cone borders upon at the tangency point (i.e.388

the halfspace containing a small neighborhood of the tangency point on the cone).389

The vertex is reconstructed from the conic Ci as follows.390

Proposition 16. Let C be the cone such that the conic Ci is parametrized by (7); then the vertex of C is

m(x, y) =
1

(u2 + v2)(x2 + y2 + 1 + 2ux+ 2vy)

×

 (x2 − y2 − 1)(av + bu) + 2xy(bv − au)− 2(u2 + v2)(uz + xz + ay)
(y2 − x2 − 1)(bv − au) + 2xy(av + bu)− 2(u2 + v2)(vz + yz − ax)

2x(av + bu) + 2y(bv − au)− 2(u2 + v2)z

 . (21)

Proof. Let (m1,m2,m3) be the vertex of C. Then conic (7) must be contained in surface (6) with R = 0. Substitute (7)391

into (6). Consecutively differentiating the left-hand side of (6) two times with respect to t, substituting ẋ(0) = v, ẏ(0) = −u,392

ẍ(0) = u, ÿ(0) = v, R = 0, and solving the resulting system of 3 linear equations in m1,m2,m3, we get (21).393
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The side which the cone C borders the tangent plane P upon at the point r can be identified as follows.394

Proposition 17. Let a plane P and a cone C be such that P i = (x, y, z) and the conic Ci is parametrized by (7). In particular,
the vector n(x, y) given by (20) is normal to P . Let m be the vertex of C and r be a tangency point of C and P . Take any
point (x′, y′) in the top view of Ci distinct from (x, y); e.g., (x′, y′) = (x + 2u, y + 2v). Then C borders upon P at r from the
side of the halfspace containing {

n(x, y), if n(x′, y′) · (r−m) > 0;

−n(x, y), if n(x′, y′) · (r−m) < 0.

Proof. For (x′, y′) = (x + 2u, y + 2v) cut the cone C by the plane passing through m and r and being parallel to n(x, y).395

Then the plane is parallel to the vector n(x′, y′) as well, and the proposition reduces to an obvious planar problem. For other396

(x′, y′) 6= (x, y) the proposition follows by the continuity.397

7. Envelopes of congruent rotational cylinders398

Cylinders are a limit case of cones, but this limit is not straightforward. This is so, since the limit of cones with a constant399

opening angle are cones with vanishing opening angle, i.e., rotational cylinders. However, these cylinders need not be congruent.400

Hence, we now discuss envelopes of congruent rotational cylinders, i.e. offsets of ruled surfaces, which appear in flank CNC401

machining with a cylindrical tool.402

The derivation of the PDE is analogous to Sections 4–5. Passing to the isotropic model, we reduce the characterization of403

surfaces in question to the characterization of surfaces containing a special conic through each point. We parametrize the conic404

by trigonometric functions and identify the particular conditions on the conic. Differentiation with respect to the parameter405

gives the required PDE.406

Proposition 18. Assume (*). Through each point of Φ there passes an oriented cylinder of fixed radius R which is tangent to407

Φ along a continuous curve (containing the point), has inwards oriented normals, and the axis nonparallel to the plane z = 0,408

if and only if through each point of the surface Φi there passes an arc of a conic satisfying the following condition:409

(R) the top view of the conic is the stereographic projection of a great circle (not passing through the projection center410

(0, 0,−1)), and the plane of the conic passes through the point (0, 0, R).411

Remark 19. A similar propositions holds for a cylinder with outwards oriented normals, only (0, 0, R) is replaced by (0, 0,−R).412

Proof. Let C be an oriented cylinder of radius R with inwards oriented normals and the axis nonparallel to the plane z = 0.413

The oriented tangent planes to C are the common oriented tangent planes of some two oriented spheres S1 and S2 of radius R414

with inwards oriented normals. Then Ci is the intersection of Si1 and Si2. Assume that S1 is contained in the halfspace z ≤ 0415

and tangent to the plane z = 0. Then Si2 is a paraboloid of form (6), and Si1 is a plane. Hence Ci is a conic. Since the oriented416

sphere S1 is tangent to the oriented plane P given by z = −2R with the normal (0, 0, 1), by (5) it follows that the plane Si1 of417

the conic passes through the point P i = (0, 0, R). The top view of Ci is the stereographic projection of the Gaussian spherical418

image of C, i.e., the projection of a great circle. Now if C is tangent to Φ along a curve (which cannot be a ruling because by (*)419

Φ has nonvanishing Gaussian curvature), then Ci is contained in Φi. The proof of the reciprocal implication is analogous.420

Proposition 20. Consider conic (7), where a, b, z are given by (9) for some C2 function f : D → R. Then the conic satisfies
condition (R), if and only if the following two equations hold:

x2 + y2 + 1 + 2xu+ 2yv = 0, (22)

2(u2 + v2)(f − xfx − yfy −R) + (x2 + y2 + 1)(fxxv
2 − 2fxyuv + fyyu

2) = 0. (23)

Proof. Since a great circle in the unit sphere has intrinsic radius π/2, substituting θ = 0 into (8), we get (22). If the plane of
conic (7) passes through (0, 0, R), we get z(t) = Ax(t) +By(t) +R for some constants A,B ∈ R. Hence

z = Ax+By +R,

a = Av −Bu,
b = Au+Bv.

The latter two equations in A and B are linearly independent because (u, v) 6= (0, 0) by (22). Thus the system has a solution421

(A,B), if and only if det
(
x y z−R
v −u a
u v b

)
= 0. Using (9) and (22), we get (23).422

Combining Propositions 18, 8, and 20 we get the following result.423

Corollary 21 (recognition of ruled surface offsets). Assume (*). If through each point of Φ there passes an oriented cylinder424

of fixed radius R which is tangent to Φ along a continuous curve (containing the point), has inwards oriented normals and the425

axis nonparallel to the plane z = 0, then for each (x, y) ∈ D the equations (10), (22), (23) have a common real solution (u, v).426
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(a)

v

Φ

(b)

Figure 9: Reconstruction of an exact envelope. (a) An exact envelope Φ (dark) is generated from the function f(x, y) = y2

x2+y2 by applying (19). The

candidate tangent directions, i.e., the rulings, where third order contact with osculating cones having the opening angle θ = 30◦ occurs, are computed
via (12), (19), and (21). The endpoints of the vectors correspond to the vertices of the hyperosculating cones. Our algorithm detects six positions
with third order contact (green), including two rulings (black) that correspond to the exact generators. One generating cone (yellow) is shown. (b)
A zoom-in view from the vertex v of the cone. Observe the perfect local match between the cone and the surface (rendered in transparent) in a
neighborhood of the contact point (red).

We keep just 3 equations in 2 variables u and v because it is already a nontrivial restriction on the function f . Geometrically427

the equations mean that there is a cylinder of radius R having contact of order 3 with Φ (viewed as plane sets).428

Problem 22. Is the reciprocal assertion in Corollary 21 true (if “each point” is replaced by “a generic point”)? Find analogous429

characterizations of canal and pipe surfaces.430

8. Results and applications in CNC machining431

In this section, we show how the proposed analysis of third order contact can be used in the context of 5-axis flank CNC432

machining with conical tools. First, we test our algorithm on an exact envelope, showing that we reconstruct the generators of433

the envelope.434

Example 23. Reconstruction of an exact generator. Take a particular surface that is an exact envelope of one-parameter435

family of cones. In the isotropic space, consider the graph of the function f(x, y) = y2

x2+y2 . The graph contains a family of436

isotropic circles whose top views are Euclidean circles passing through the origin (0, 0) and having radius 1
2 cot θ. They are the437

stereographic projections of circles of intrinsic radius π
2 −θ passing through (0, 0, 1) on the unit sphere. In the design space, they438

correspond to a motion of a cone with the opening angle θ = 30◦, see Fig. 9. We validated our approach by reconstructing the439

exact generator. Observe that there are two positions of the generating cone (as there are two isotropic circles passing through440

the point of the graph). One of the generating cones is shown in yellow in Fig. 9.441

To further validate our approach, we tested to what extent one may have inexact data, and yet reconstruct the exact442

solution.443

Example 24. Stability. We conducted a stability test as follows. We took the exact envelope generated from the function444

f(x, y) = y2

x2+y2 by applying (19), perturbed the sampled tangent planes, and mapped these planes back to the isotropic space,445

see Fig. 10. The tangent plane perturbation was achieved by adding a random noise to the surface normals as follows. Let446

{d1,d2,n} be an orthonormal frame at a contact point, n being the unit normal. We define v = α1d1 +α2d2 and the perturbed447

normal as ñ = n+v
‖n+v‖ , where α1 = r cos(φ), α2 = r sin(φ). The angle φ is randomly sampled from [−π, π] and the random448

deviation is controlled via the parameter r which is set to r = 0.1 in the example shown in Fig. 10(a). The reconstruction of449

the isotropic circles from the exact and perturbed data are shown Fig. 10(b) and reconstruction of the hyperosculating cones is450

shown in Fig. 10(c).451

Our last example is an industrial benchmark data set, namely a blade of an impeller. This blade is a general free-form452

surface and we show the hyperosculating positions of fixed cone attached to it.453

Example 25. Industrial benchmark. The hyperosculating configurations, see Fig. 11, can be used for initialization of path-454

planning algorithm of 5-axis flank CNC machining with conical milling tools [8]. Observe that only some hyperosculating cones455

can be used as candidates for the tool position due penetration of the cone with the neighboring blades. A sequence of positions456

at several hyperbolic contact points is shown in Fig. 11(h). However, the distance between the vertex of the cone and the contact457
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Φi

(a) (b)

Φi

(c)

Figure 10: Stability. (a) The tangent planes of the surface Φ were generated by the function f(x, y) = y2

x2+y2 , perturbed, and mapped back to the

isotropic model, returning a noisy point cloud (top framed). The six hyperosculating isotropic circles arising from the noisy data are shown. (b)
A zoom-out of the isotropic circles arising from the exact data (green) and from the noisy one (blue). (c) The situation in the design space: the
hyperosculating tangent directions from exact (green) and perturbed (blue) data. Two hyperosculating cones that correspond to the surface generator
(yellow) and its approximation from noisy data (transparent) are shown.

point, i.e., the tool size, varies. Therefore, to design a path planning algorithm using these hyperosculating positions is a non-458

trivial problem as one needs to first search for an optimal tool size (contact point-vertex distance) that gives a sufficient number459

of tool positions in terms of surface coverage, and then design smooth milling paths through these positions. These issues as460

well as selection of a suitable opening angle go beyond this paper.461

Computational and implementation details462

To compute a higher-order contact cone at some r ∈ Φ, we use a set of neighboring points, denoted by W . These points463

can be samples and/or neighboring vertices of r. Then a local coordinate system is defined as follows. The origin of the system464

is defined as the barycenter of W . The average normal of all data points in W is set to be the z-axis, the x-axis is a random465

orthogonal vector, and the y-axis is the cross product of z- and x- axis vectors. After we have the local coordinate system, the466

coordinates of all points in W are computed with respect to this local coordinate frame. Then the tangent planes to Φ at the467

points of W are mapped to the isotropic model via (5) and we fit a biquintic polynomial to the image points by the least squares468

fitting method. This construction results in an approximation of Φi (more precisely, of the part arising from a neighborhood of469

r in Φ) by the graph of a bivariate polynomial f . The polynomial f is then used to compute the hyperosculationg positions of470

the cone, see Propositions 8, 16, 20.471

The neighborhood W is defined as follows. For the sake of the simplicity of the implementation, we take vertices within472

a ball of predefined radius (set to 0.2 in our implementation for surfaces with normalized bounding box). We compute the473

deviation of the surface normals at all points of W with respect to the z-axis to guarantee that the patch is of Monge’s type.474

We bisect the neighborhood diameter in the case when this condition is violated. This preprocessing aims at minimizing the475

distortion of mapping (5). Note that one can have vertices from other parts of the surface inside a Euclidean ball (for not476

well-behaved surfaces) and should prune these out, however, we have not encountered this issue for the test surfaces we used.477

The whole computation of hyperosculating cones at a given point is real-time on a standard PC.478

9. Conclusion and future research479

We have derived necessary and sufficient conditions on a surface to be an envelope of a one-parameter family of congruent480

rotational cones. Such a surface can be milled by flank CNC machining with an appropriate conical tool in a single trace481

(provided that the motion is collision free and technical constraints on available tool sizes, machine workspace etc. are fulfilled482

as well). This characterization comes in form of nonlinear PDEs. On our way towards that, we discussed similar PDEs for483

ruled surfaces, and for completeness, we addressed envelopes of cylinders as well.484

The derivation of our results uses contact order in the space of planes and the isotropic model of Laguerre geometry. It also485

led to conditions for higher order contact between rotational cones and a general surface, but contact is meant here in the space486

of planes. Contact in the standard point sense would not be useful anyway. We have shown (Section 4) that contact order in487

the space of planes is the right concept to get higher order contact between a surface generated by a conical (or cylindrical)488

tool and the target surface to be machined.489
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 11: Industrial data. (a-f) Six positions of a cone with a specific opening angle θ = 10◦ that hyperosculates a blade of the impeller (framed) at
contact point (white) are shown. The yellow cones approximate the blade “from-below”, the transparent cones “from-above”. Due to collision with
other blades, only configurations (b) and (e) can be considered for flank CNC machining. (g) At five, user-selected, contact points, the hyperosculating
cones are computed and suitable cones are shown. The red points indicate that there are no suitable hyperosculating cones from-below. (h) The
sequence of hyperosculating cones from-above.

Finally, we provided some initial computational results which indicate that the concepts are useful for the development of490

algorithms for path planning in 5-axis flank CNC machining with conical tools. This is the part where future research could491

continue. The high order contact positions found according to our results should serve as appropriate initial tool positions for492
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further optimization. A main research goal to be addressed is a complete coverage of a given design surface by well fitting493

envelopes of a moving tool, keeping the so-called scallop heights between neighboring machined strips as small as possible.494

Ideally, one could try to obtain scallop height free results in the sense that neighboring machined strips join smoothly. Even495

direct surface design could be guided by the fabrication with a certain technology, especially when very high accuracy is496

required. This would amount to the design of surfaces composed of surface strips which can be produced precisely with a497

certain technology.498

Appendix A. Reconstruction of rulings on ruled surfaces (Proof of Theorem 1)499

In this appendix we prove Theorem 1, and in the process give an “algorithm” to reconstruct the rulings on the graph of a500

function f satisfying (2)–(3), and show how the technical assumptions in the theorem emerge naturally.501

The plan of the argument is as follows. The implications 1 =⇒ 2⇐⇒ 3 have been essentially proved in Section 3. To prove502

3 =⇒ 1, first we consider separately the particular case of a developable surface. This case is classical, hence we just provide503

references. For a nondevelopable surface, we pick up a suitable normalized solution of system (1) at each point to get a smooth504

vector field (directions of ruling projections). Then we use the system to prove that the integral curves of the field are straight505

line segments and the restriction of f to these segments is linear. Such reconstruction works for a generic point on the surface.506

So, assume (2)–(3) and decompose the domain of the function f into 3 subsets:507

1. the interior of the set where fxxfyy − f2xy = 0, i.e. the Gaussian curvature vanishes and the surface is developable;508

2. the boundary of the set where fxxfyy − f2xy = 0;509

3. the interior of the set where fxxfyy − f2xy < 0, i.e. the Gaussian curvature is negative.510

Developable surfaces511

Take a point in subset 1. If fxx, fyy, fxy do not vanish simultaneously, then the line passing through the point and pointing512

in the asymptotic direction (fyy,−fxy, fxfyy − fyfxy) is the required ruling [12, Proposition 1 in §5.8]. On the boundary of the513

subset where fxx, fyy, fxy do not vanish simultaneously, the required ruling points in the limiting direction of the asymptotic514

directions at nearby points [12, Proposition 3 in §5.8]. In the interior of the subset where fxx = fyy = fxy = 0, the graph is515

locally planar, hence there are infinitely many rulings [12, Proposition 5 in §3.2].516

Technical conventions517

Now consider subset 2. Theoretically, it can be a complicated fractal (possibly of nonzero Lebesque measure; see also [12,518

Example 1 in §5.8]). Practically the boundary (if nonempty at all) is a curve on the surface, hence “negligible” (although519

still sensible because our algorithm may become unstable near it). To avoid too much technicalities while keeping our work520

mathematically correct, we prefer just to drop subset 2 and limit ourselves to “generic” points on a surface; see condition 1 in521

Theorem 1.522

Definition. A negligible subset is a countable union of subsets such that the closure of each one has no interior points. We523

say that an assertion holds at a generic point, if it holds outside a negligible set.524

For instance, the boundary of the zero set of a continuous function is always negligible. On the other hand, whatever small525

disc in the plane is not negligible (this is the Baire category theorem).526

Notice that the derivation of (2)–(3) in Section 3 remains true, even if we assume that the surface contains a line segment527

through a generic point rather than through each point; see condition 1 in Theorem 1. Indeed, then (2)–(3) hold at a generic528

point (x, y); but since their left-hand sides are continuous, they must hold everywhere. Also, in Section 3 we have already529

proved that (2)–(3) is equivalent to the existence of a nonzero real solution of (1).530

Yet another technical issue531

Now consider subset 3. Assume that (1) has a nonzero real solution (u, v) at each point (x, y). We would like to pick up
a nonzero solution (u(x, y), v(x, y)) smoothly (C1) depending on the point (x, y). This is not possible in general: for instance,
the solutions of the system {

u2 − v2 = 0,

xu3 − |x|v3 = 0;

are proportional to (1, 1) for x ≥ 0 and to (1,−1) for x ≤ 0. Thus we have to restrict to a smaller domain as follows.532

Consider the auxiliary system consisting of the first equation of (1) and the equation u2 + v2 = 1. The former is quadratic533

with the discriminant fxxfyy − fxy2 < 0, hence defines a pair of lines passing through the origin in the (u, v) plane. The latter534

equation defines a circle transversal to the lines. Hence the system has exactly 4 solutions, none of which are multiple. By535

the implicit function theorem, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of any point (x0, y0) the solutions form 4 smooth branches536

(uk(x, y), vk(x, y)), where k = 1, 2, 3, 4.537

For each k = 1, 2, 3, 4 consider the closed subset where (uk(x, y), vk(x, y)) satisfies the second equation of (1) as well. These538

4 subsets cover the whole neighborhood in question and have negligible boundary. Thus a generic point belongs to the interior539

of one of these subsets.540
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Reconstruction of the rulings541

We have proved that if (1) has a nonzero real solution (u, v) and fxxfyy − fxy2 6= 0, then in a neighborhood of a generic542

point there is a solution (u(x, y), v(x, y)) depending smoothly (C1) on (x, y) such that u(x, y)2 + v(x, y)2 = 1.543

Then by the Picard-Lindelöf theorem for some ε > 0 there is a regular curve (x(t), y(t)) with ẋ(t) = u(x(t), y(t)) and544

ẏ(t) = v(x(t), y(t)) for each t ∈ (−ε, ε). Let us prove that (x(t), y(t)) is a straight line segment and f(x(t), y(t)) is linear.545

The left-hand side of the first equation of (1) is a function on the curve (x(t), y(t)) vanishing identically. Differentiating the
function with respect to t we get

fxxxẋu
2 + fxxy(ẏu2 + 2ẋuv) + fxyy(2ẏuv + ẋv2) + fyyy ẏv

2 + 2fxxuu̇+ 2fxy(uv̇ + vu̇) + 2fyyvv̇ = 0.

Substituting ẋ = u, ẏ = v, and subtracting the second equation of (1), we get

fxxuu̇+ fxy(uv̇ + vu̇) + fyyvv̇ = 0.

Then by the first equation of (1) both (u̇, v̇) and (u, v) are orthogonal to the vector (fxxu + fxyv, fxyu + fyyv). The latter is546

nonzero because fxxfyy − fxy2 6= 0 and u2 + v2 = 1. Hence (u̇, v̇) ‖ (u, v). Since u2 + v2 = 1 it follows that u̇ = v̇ = 0 and547

(x(t), y(t)) is a line segment. The restriction of f to the segment is linear because d2

dt2 f(x(t), y(t)) = 0 by the first equation548

of (1). Thus (x(t), y(t), f(x(t), y(t))) is the required ruling. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.549

Appendix B. Reconstruction of isotropic circles on surfaces (Proof of Theorem 10)550

In this appendix we prove Theorem 10, and in the process give an “algorithm” to reconstruct the isotropic circles on the551

graph of a function f satisfying the assumptions of the theorem.552

The plan of the argument is as follows. First we pick up a suitable solution of system equations (8), (10), (11) to get a553

vector field tangential to the top views of the future conics. Then we prove that the integral curves of the field are circles.554

Finally we show that the restriction of f to these circles is linear. Such reconstruction works under the minor restrictions that555

the solution of the system is not multiple and continuously depends on the point.556

First let us show that the conic Cx,y smoothly depends on x and y, more precisely, that it is parametrized by (7) with the557

coefficients being C1 functions in x and y. Indeed, by Proposition 8 the conic Cx,y is given by (7) for some (u, v, a, b, z) =558

(u(x, y), v(x, y), a(x, y), b(x, y), z(x, y)) continuously depending on (x, y) and satisfying four equations (8)–(11). Since Cx,y is559

nonmultiple, it follows that (u, v) is not a multiple solution of the system of equations (8) and (10). Hence by the implicit560

function theorem, it follows that u(x, y) and v(x, y) are C1. By (9) the remaining coefficients are C1 as well.561

Notice that the vector (v,−u) is tangent to the top view of conic (7) at the point t = 0. Integrate the resulting vector562

field: by the Picard-Lindelöf theorem for some ε > 0 there is a regular curve (x(t), y(t)) such that ẋ(t) = v(x(t), y(t)) and563

ẏ(t) = −u(x(t), y(t)) for each t ∈ (−ε, ε).564

Let us prove that (x(t), y(t)) is a circular arc, and moreover (x(t), y(t), f(x(t), y(t))) is contained in the conic Cx(0),y(0).565

Hereafter all equations are understood as holding for each t ∈ (−ε′, ε′), where possibly ε′ < ε, and all the functions u =566

u(x(t), y(t)), v = v(x(t), y(t)), f = f(x(t), y(t)) and their derivatives are evaluated at the point (x(t), y(t)).567

Start with equation (8). Differentiating it with respect to t and substituting ẋ = v, ẏ = −u, we get

2(x(v + u̇) + y(v̇ − u))(x2 + y2 + 1 + 2xu+ 2yv)− 8 tan2 θ(uu̇+ vv̇) = 0.

This is equivalent to (recall notation (15))

(v + u̇)
(
x(x2 + y2 + 1 + 2xu+ 2yv)− 4u tan2 θ

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ũ

= (u− v̇)
(
y(x2 + y2 + 1 + 2xu+ 2yv)− 4v tan2 θ

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ṽ

.

Here (ũ, ṽ) is half of the gradient of the left-hand side of (8) considered as a function in (u, v). Thus (ũ, ṽ) 6= (0, 0) because
otherwise (u, v) would be a multiple solution of the system of equations (8) and (10). This implies that there is a function
g = g(t) (e.g., g = (v̇ − u)/ũ for ũ 6= 0) such that {

u̇ = −v − gṽ,
v̇ = u+ gũ.

(B.1)

Here we have essentially relied on a particular form of constraint (8).568

Let us now switch to (10). Differentiating with respect to t, substituting (B.1) and subtracting (11), we get

fxxxxv
4 − 4fxxxyv

3u+ 6fxxyyv
2u2 − 4fxyyyvu

3 + fyyyyu
4 + 3uv2fxxx + 3v(v2 − 2u2)fxxy + 3u(u2 − 2v2)fxyy + 3u2vfyyy

+ 3v2v̇fxxx − 3v(2uv̇ + vu̇)fxxy + 3u(2vu̇+ uv̇)fxyy − 3u2u̇fyyy + 3(uv̇ + vu̇)(fxx − fyy) + 6(vv̇ − uu̇)fxy

= 3g
(
fxxxv

2ũ+ fxxyv(vṽ − 2uũ) + fxyyu(uũ− 2vṽ) + fyyyu
2ṽ + (fxx − fyy)(uũ− vṽ) + 2fxy(uṽ + vũ)) = gJ = 0,
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where J is the Jacobian of the system of equations (8) and (10) in u and v. Here J 6= 0 because (u, v) is not a multiple solution;569

thus g(t) = 0 identically.570

(The expression gJ in the right-hand side is what one should actually expect: The left-hand side is obviously linear in g and571

vanishes for g = 0 because (11) was obtained from (10) by differentiating along a circle. The coefficient before g is J because572

(ũ, ṽ) is half of the gradient of the left-hand side of (8).)573

Then by (B.1) we get (u̇, v̇) = (−v, u). Here (−v, u) 6= 0 by (8). Thus the integral curve (x(t), y(t)) is a circular arc574

parametrized by the first two equations of (7) with x = x(0), y = y(0), u = u(x(0), y(0)), v = v(x(0), y(0)).575

In particular, this means that the integral curve is contained in the top view of the conic Cx(0),y(0). By a similar argument,576

the same curve is contained in the top view of each conic Cx(t),y(t) (which a priori could be different from Cx(0),y(0)).577

Clearly, for each fixed a, b, z and each t the function z(t) given by the third equation of (7) satisfies

d3z(t)

dt3
+
dz(t)

dt
= 0.

Since Cx(t),y(t) has contact of order 3 with the graph of f , it follows that for each t sufficiently close to 0 also

d3f(x(t), y(t))

dt3
+
df(x(t), y(t))

dt
= 0.

Thus f(x(t), y(t)) = z′+ a′ sin t+ b′(1− cos t) for some z′, a′, b′ ∈ R. Since the graph of f has contact of order 2 with Cx(0),y(0),578

it follows that z′ = z(x(0), y(0)), a′ = a(x(0), y(0)), b′ = b(x(0), y(0)), and the graph must contain an arc of the conic Cx(0),y(0)579

completely. This completes the proof of Theorem 10.580
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